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An error occurred when getting the results, please click here to try again or modify your search criteria. 
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SEO Checker: 

Get Your Free SEO Report Now!
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* Website URL:
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* Your name:
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* Your email address:
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Make sure your email address is accurate!
This is where we'll send your report!


Check My SEO Now!
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Learn how to rank higher and capture more traffic with an instant SEO analysis.





Inside your SEO Checker report, you'll find:

	Your SEO score, which summarizes the SEO health of your site 
	Where your site has SEO issues
	How to fix your site's SEO issues
	Which fixes to prioritize, based on SEO impact
	Where to learn more about SEO issues specific to your site 







FEATURED IN
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Free SEO Checker




	Overview
	Inside your Report
	FAQ
	Custom SEO Quote 
	Resources
















Please complete reCaptcha to continue.
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Your SEO report will generate within 1 minute.




An error happened generating the report, please try again later.




Oops! Looks like our SEO checker is having some trouble.
 Don't worry, though, we'll send your SEO report to your email address as soon as it's available.






















Earn higher rankings and more search traffic with our free SEO checker
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Earn higher rankings and more search traffic with a free SEO checker

Get a complete assessment of your website's search engine optimization (SEO) with our free SEO checker, which will conduct an SEO audit of your site and generate a personalized SEO report.


 

Want an overview of how the SEO Checker works? Watch our video tutorial and keep reading to learn how to read your SEO analysis report and understand the recommendations so you can start ranking higher in search results and earning more traffic!









Inside Your SEO Report
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SEO Score

Your SEO score provides immediate insight into the health of your website's SEO. Scores run from 0-100: 100-70 represents a great score, 69-41 an okay score, and 0-40 a poor score.
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Site Speed Analysis

A fast website is a must for a first-page ranking. Does your website make the cut? Get the answer, plus advice for how to make your site that much faster with a free SEO analysis.
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URL Optimization Check

A URL influences how search engines and users look at your website. Our SEO checker assesses the format, length, and optimization of your URL for you.
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Meta Tag Assessment

Your meta tags can make-or-break a page's performance. Learn if a page's meta tags miss the mark and how to make them hit the bullseye with our SEO audit tool.
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Content Grade

Content is king in SEO, making user- and search engine-friendly content vital. Get actionable insight into the length, format, and optimization of your content via your SEO score.
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Image Optimization

Unoptimized images provide competitors the chance to push past. Use our free SEO audit tool, and see whether your images need alt tags, SEO-friendly filenames, compression, and more.
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Code Analysis

The backend of your site matters as much as the frontend. Is yours optimized for SEO? Find out with our free SEO report, which analyzes the technologies powering your site.
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In-Page Link Audit

Internal linking helps users and crawlers explore your site. Learn how well your website links internally (and externally) with the in-page link audit included with your free SEO audit.
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Site Security Score

Having a safe and secure site is essential to ranking higher in search results, as well as earning more leads and sales online. That's why our SEO analyzer checks your site's security.
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Mobile-Friendly Check

More than 50% of the world's Internet traffic comes from mobile devices. Does your site deliver? Find out, as our SEO site checkup tool checks and tests your mobile friendliness.
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Crawl & Indexation Analysis

Search engines must crawl and index your website for it to appear in search results. As a part of your SEO analysis, our Google SEO checker looks at your robots.txt file, XML sitemap, and more.













FAQs about SEO Checker

Last Updated, September 26, 2022




How do I use your SEO analysis tool?






Get started with our free SEO analysis tool by entering your website URL (or the page URL you want to audit). Then, enter your name and email address so you can receive a copy of your SEO report, which you can then save, share, and view whenever!
















What does an SEO analysis tool look at?





An SEO audit tool should look at the critical factors of an SEO strategy and how SEO works, which can include:

	Keyword optimization
	Backlink building
	Image optimization
	Page speed optimization
	And more


Our free SEO checker tool assesses those factors, including:

	Your URL
	Your site speed
	Your page's title tag
	Your page's meta description
	Your page's heading tags


With a website SEO analysis from our tool, you can get actionable advice for how to improve your URL's SEO rankings.









What does our free SEO audit tool check?





Our free SEO audit tool offers a comprehensive evaluation of several factors, including:

 Page speed

The speed of your website not only matters to search engines but also to users. In fact, more than 80 percent of users expect a website to load in two seconds or less — if the website takes longer, they’ll likely leave, which increases your bounce rate.

[image: site speed]

That’s why our SEO site checkup tool tests the speed of your page.

It’ll also look at all your site’s assets, from HTML to CSS to JavaScript. If it spots ways to improve your page speed, like by compressing your image files, it’ll notify you in your free SEO report. The best part? It’ll highlight which files to compress.

 URL

Next, our SEO analyzer tool checks your URL. In this step, our tool looks at the following factors:

	Keyword: When you set the keyword of a page, it’s helpful to include the primary keyword in your URL. It helps improve the SEO strategy of your page, which can lead to a better ranking in search results.
	Underscores: When creating a page URL, it’s a common mistake to separate words with underscores, versus hyphens. That’s why our SEO checker looks for underscores. If it finds any, it’ll notify you in your free SEO report.
	Top-Level Domain (TLD): When registering your domain name, it’s critical that you choose a top-level domain — “.com” is one example. If you’re a non-profit or government organization, however, you may register “.gov” or “.org.”


Based on these factors, our SEO analyzer will determine if your page is SEO-friendly.

 Title tag

We then evaluate the title tag of your page — keep in mind, this may differ from the heading of your page. As an example, you could have the title tag, “Holiday Decorating Guide,” but your heading is, “Your Quintessential Holiday Decorating Guide.”

Our free SEO checker looks at the following features of your title tag:

	Length: For the best results, title tags should have 60 characters or less. If they exceed that number, search engines won’t display the excess. Instead, they’ll insert an ellipsis, which can leave your title tag without a hook.


	Keyword: A title tag should also include your primary keyword. While not required, it’s beneficial if your title tag starts with your primary keyword. Our SEO audit tool will let you know if it does.


In most cases, title tags are a quick fix, though they require some brainstorming.

 Meta description

Following your title tag, our SEO checker will look at the following features of your meta description:
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	Length: Like a title tag, a description or meta tag also has character limits. Your description tag should not exceed 160 characters — otherwise, it won’t display in search results. It’s worth noting that in some instances Google will rewrite your meta description.


	Keyword: A meta description should also include your primary keyword — specifically, the exact keyword. That means if your keyword is, “holiday decorating guide,” you want to use that exact keyword and word order, so the phrase, “guide to holiday decorating,” wouldn’t count.


To make your SEO analysis easy to follow, we include your meta description tag in the report.

 Headings

After our Google SEO Checker assesses your title tag and meta description, it evaluates your heading tags. These tags feature throughout the content of your page and tend to include the keywords you’re targeting. They’re also helpful for readers, as they divide your content into neat, easy-to-follow sections.

Maximize your SEO strategy by including an H1 tag, as well as H2 tags. Depending on your content, you may also have H3 and H4 tags to make your content even easier for audiences to read. Our SEO checker tool will look for H1, H2, H3, H4, and H5 tags — if you’re missing them, we’ll let you know.

Our tool will also look for your primary keyword in your heading tags. To improve your SEO strategy, you’ll want to include your primary keyword in your heading tags, especially your H1 tag. If your keyword would impact the readability of your H2 and H3 tags, consider leaving it out.

 Content

In the online world, content is critical. You need to provide your viewers with original content that offers value, or your pages will struggle to rank. Even worse, users won’t stay on your page or convert, which defeats your overall goal.
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That’s why our SEO checker provides a comprehensive analysis of your copy and assesses the following:

	Keyword use: If you’re familiar with search engine optimization, you know keyword stuffing is a black-hat practice. You still want to use your keyword, however. In most cases, use the exact version of your keyword three to four times in your copy.
	Keyword placement: To help search engines understand your content, it’s important that you use your primary keyword within the first 100 words of your copy — so under your H1 heading. Our tool will let you know if you need to add your keyword to that initial copy.


If our tool spots issues with your copy, it’ll include actionable recommendations in your SEO report.

 Images

It’s essential to include images in your copy. By including images, whether pictures or graphics, you’re providing readers with a visual that helps them digest your content. If you’re explaining a complex process, for example, a graphic is invaluable.
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Images are also useful in SEO, which is why our SEO checker tool reviews the following:

	Filename: For your sanity, as well as for search engines, it’s essential you develop a naming system for your image files. Don’t settle for a filename like, “IMG_0001.” Instead, use your keyword — if appropriate — and separate words with a hyphen, not an underscore.


	Alt tag: Since search engines cannot “read” images, it’s critical that you include an alt tag. Create descriptive, no-fluff alt tags that explain what’s going on in your image. If appropriate, you should include your keyword in your alt tag.


Once you develop a process for naming your images and composing their alt tags, it’ll become a habit.

 Page links

Another factor our SEO checker assesses is your page links. In search engine optimization, link building plays a critical role. While your content likely includes links to content on your website, you also want your content to earn links from external websites.

That’s a challenge for many businesses, as you need to create content that’s unique and compelling — content that journalists, users, and publishers can’t help but share. Even if you do publish a piece of exceptional content, you often need to connect with publishers to highlight your one-of-a-kind content.

While our SEO analyzer doesn’t provide tips for how to conduct outreach, it does generate a backlink score, based on the number of links you’ve earned, as well as the number of links you’ve earned from unique domains.

For example, if Martha Stewart links to your guide on holiday decorating twice, that only counts as one unique domain. While those shout-outs are wonderful, you want to have a diverse set of links. That diversity indicates that a variety of websites trust yours.

 Mobile analysis

With more than 50 percent of all Internet traffic coming from mobile devices, it’s critical that you have a mobile-friendly website. The fact that Google’s adopted a mobile-first index makes it even more of a priority to support a mobile website.
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That’s why our SEO checker does a thorough mobile analysis. It’ll look for the following features:

	Mobile sitemap
	Viewport meta tag
	Compression
	Tap targets


Like our tool’s coding assessment, you’ll want to forward this part of the report to your development team. They can often make the necessary changes. If you’re without a mobile-friendly website, however, aim to launch a responsive or dynamic website.









How do I read my SEO report?





Once our SEO checker tool evaluates your website (which happens in 60 seconds or less), it’ll generate your report, which you can then view. We’ll also send a copy of your SEO report to your email address, so you can see it, as well as share it later.

Your SEO report encompasses two tabs:

	On-page SEO
	Off-page SEO


Even though your report breaks down into on-page and off-page SEO, our website SEO checker still analyzes your technical SEO. For your convenience, we’ve included the technical SEO findings within the on-page SEO section.
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Each area of the report includes:


	
Overall SEO score

	
Represents your site’s overall SEO score on a 0-100 scale. A score between 100-70 is good, 69-41 is okay, and 0-40 is poor.


	
Score

	
Represents whether an element, like your title tag, passed, needs improving, or generated an error.


	
Impact

	
Represents how impactful an element is on SEO. For example, a title tag can have a significant impact. Use impact ratings to prioritize fixes.


	
Solving complexity

	
Represents how challenging an SEO issue is to solve. For example, it’s easy to fix a title tag. Use solving complexity ratings to prioritize fixes too.


	
Tips

	
Shares best practices for optimizing an element, like your title tag, for SEO.


	
Related articles

	
Compiles a list of related articles for different SEO elements. Use these articles to learn more about SEO and how to improve your SEO score.





Keep in mind that our SEO checker tool generates recommendations, not requirements. Depending on your business and its unique SEO strategy, some suggestions may not apply to your approach or characteristics.

If you need help improving your SEO, you can always contact our experienced strategists.









How many pages can I check at once?





With our SEO checker, you can test one page at a time. If you’re reviewing multiple pages, we recommend creating an Excel or Google Sheet document. Here, you can build a plan for revising your SEO strategy by noting the recommended changes.









How do I fix my page’s SEO errors?





Our actionable tasks provide guidance on how to fix errors caught by our website SEO analysis tool. For more information about these recommendations, consider browsing our guides and blog, which offer a wealth of resources for SEO.









How much do these errors impact my page’s ranking in search results?





It depends, as search engines use a variety of ranking factors. Google, for example, relies on more than 200 ranking factors, though some have more weight than others. Link building, for instance, is one of the most influential ranking factors for Google.









Why does my website rank well, but earns a low grade?





Depending on your industry, it’s possible that you have a well-ranking page with lackluster SEO. This scenario does happen and often occurs because your competitors aren’t optimizing their pages either. It’s critical to adopt a proactive approach to SEO, however, as someone will eventually optimize their pages.









When should I recheck a page?





While you can recheck your page at any time with our SEO checker, we also recommend tracking your changes through your Google Analytics account. If you’re making sweeping changes to a page, for example, you may want to create an event in Google Analytics that indicates this change.

When you review your Google Analytics data for that page, you can then monitor the following:

	Bounce rate
	Time on page
	Number of pages viewed
	Total, unique, and return visitors


You’ll also want to monitor your ranking in search results via Ahrefs.









What is an SEO checker?





 An SEO checker — like WebFX's free SEO Checker tool — crawls and analyzes provided URLs against SEO best practices for title tags , keyword usage, page speed , and more. The website SEO checker's results are then compiled into an SEO report that you can use to improve your site's SEO . 









What is an SEO analysis?





An SEO analysis is an in-depth assessment of how well your site follows SEO best practices. It involves looking at various aspects of your site’s SEO, including on-page, off-page, and technical SEO. An SEO analysis shows you the areas where your site is performing well and reveals opportunities for improvement. Conducting an SEO analysis often involves using an SEO checker tool.













UNHAPPY WITH YOUR AUDIT RESULTS?

Get a score you're happy with.

Learn more about WebFX SEO services and get a free quote!
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Our digital strategists have put together successful Internet marketing campaigns for businesses ranging from local coffee shops to publicly traded companies. They’ll do the same for you. Request a free quote and experience why WebFX is rated as the world's best SEO agency.






Send me a proposal












Clients Who Have Used Our SEO Services
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Increased Website Traffic by

+95%

CASE STUDY 










Increased Conversion Rate by

+37%

CASE STUDY 










Increased Leads Generated by

+60%

CASE STUDY 










“

We measure our
 success by how much
 we WOW our clients.
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Bill Craig
WEBFX PRESIDENT














Want to speak with an expert? Call us at

888-601-5359
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Looking for more ways to improve your SEO?

Our additional SEO resources can help.











SEO Checklist

Quick reference check list for the perfect on-page SEO.

GET YOUR SEO CHECKLIST 














SEO Pricing

Confused by SEO pricing structures? We break it all down for you!

GET PRICING INFORMATION 














SEO Guide

A fast, thorough breakdown of SEO essentials

GET YOUR SEO GUIDE 
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Let WebFX help you boost your online presence with a personalized plan tailored to your business needs.



Send Me a Proposal -> 






 



Your Audit






	Content
	Indexing
	Mobile
	Structured Data
	Security
	Performance
	Technologies
	Branding
	Domain
	Backlinks
	Traffic
	Social Profiles
	Local







Uh oh! Looks like you need to improve these  areas most.




 
Content

Content is an essential part of your SEO strategy. From product pages to blog posts, you want to optimize your content for search engines and users to get the most value from it. That's why our SEO checker takes a 360-degree look at your website's content and its SEO.







Title Tag 



Length:  character(s) ( pixels)




Title Tag 

No title was found.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s Title Tag Tips:

- Limit title tags to 55 characters

- Place your core keyword at the start of your title tag, if possible

- Make title tags transparent, but also enticing for your audience




You might also like:

	What Is a Title Tag?
	How to Write a Title Tag: 8 Best Practices












Meta Description 



Length:  character(s) ( pixels)




Meta Description 

Missing!



The meta description for wmurillo.co is missing.

Meta descriptions allow you to influence how your web pages are described and displayed in search results. A good description acts as a potential organic advertisement and encourages the viewer to click through to your site.


Keep it short and to the point; the ideal meta description should be between 70 and 160 characters spaces included (400 - 940 pixels).

Ensure that each of your web pages have a unique meta description that is explicit and contains your most important keywords for each page. These keywords are especially important because they appear in bold when they match the user’s search query (See the Google Preview below).

Check your Google Search Console (Search Appearance > HTML Improvements) for any warning messages to identify meta descriptions that are too long/short or duplicated across more than one page.



Read More








Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s Meta Description Tips:

- Limit meta descriptions to 155 characters

- Include your core keyword and related keywords, if possible

- Use meta descriptions to summarize your page




You might also like:

	What Is a Meta Description?
	How to Write Meta Descriptions












Headings 



	<H1>	<H2>	<H3>	<H4>	<H5>
	0	0	0	0	0


		


Show More







Headings 

No Headings were found.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s Heading Tips:

- Write informative, easy-to-follow heading tags

- Use heading tags, like H1s, H2s, and H3s, to organize content

- Feature core or related keywords in heading tags




You might also like:

	What are Header Tags? [+4 Tips for Writing Website Headings]
	Can a H1 Tag Improve My SEO? | How H1 Affects SEO












Content Analysis 


	







Content Analysis 

No keywords were found.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 





Alt Attribute 

We found  images on this web page

 ALT attributes are missing.



	


Show More







Alt Attribute 

Great! All images have the alt attribute





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s Alt Attribute Tips:

- Add image alt text for all images

- Describe an image exactly as it appears, like “dog at beach”

- Include core or related keywords, like for product images




You might also like:

	How to Do SEO for Images | SEO Tips for Images
	7 Tips for Optimizing Images for Visual Search
	8 SEO Tips for Image-Heavy Sites












In-Page Links 

We found a total of  link(s) including  link(s) to files.














	Internal Links: No Follow (%)
	Internal Links: Follow (%)
	External Links: No Follow (%)
	External Links: Follow (%)





	Anchor	Type	Follow
			


Show More







In-Page Links 

No links were identified





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s In-Page Links Tips:

- Use descriptive anchor text

- Link to relevant and related content

- Ensure every page has at least 2-3 internal backlinks




You might also like:

	What Is Internal Linking (And Why Does It Matter?)
	Why Anchor Text Matters [Guide]
	Do Outbound Links Affect SEO?












Phones Numbers 



	Phone
	









Phones Numbers 

No phone numbers were found.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 





Web Feeds 



	URL	Format
		


Show More







Web Feeds 

No Web Feeds were found.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 





Google Preview 



Desktop Version











Mobile Version















Google Preview 

The Google Preview was not able to be generated.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




Indexing

People find content online through search engines, which is why it's vital to get your website crawled and indexed by search engine crawlers, like from Google or Bing. With our SEO checker, you can learn your site's index status, plus if it follows best practices for robots.txt files and XML sitemaps.





URL Resolve 

Warning, no 301 redirects are in place to redirect traffic to your preferred domain. Pages that load successfully both with and without www. are treated as duplicate content!



	URL	Resolved URL
		









URL Resolve 

No urls were identified.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s URL Resolve Tips:

- Ensure content redirects to the correct version of your site, like example.com to www.example.com

- Use your .htaccess file to create redirects to your preferred domain

- Create redirects when moving to a new domain name, versus allowing the old site to expire




You might also like:

	What Is a 301 Redirect?
	How to Create SEO-Friendly Redirects
	How to Secure & Redirect Your Site From HTTP to HTTPS 












Robots.txt 





A robots.txt file allows you to restrict the access of search engine crawlers to prevent them from accessing specific pages or directories. They also point the web crawler to your page’s XML sitemap file.

Your site currently has a robots.txt file. You can use Google Search Console's Robots.txt Tester to submit and test your robots.txt file and to make sure Googlebot isn't crawling any restricted files.








Robots.txt 

No robots.txt file was found.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s Robots.txt Tips:

- Test your robots.txt file with the Google Search Console robots.txt tool

- Prevent search engines from crawling duplicate content, like PDFs, with your robots.txt file

- Use your robots.txt file to direct crawlers to your XML sitemap




You might also like:

	Robots.txt | How to Use It and How It Affects SEO
	What Is Crawlability and Indexability?
	How to Get Your Newest Pages Indexed Fast












XML Sitemap 

	







XML Sitemap 

No sitemap found in your robots.txt.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s XML Sitemap Tips:

- Use a preferred URL format, like with “www,” for your XML sitemap

- Include the correct protocol, like “http” or “https” in your XML sitemap

- Add a link to your XML sitemap in your website’s footer




You might also like:

	What Is an XML Sitemap?
	[Video] Everything You Need to Know About XML Sitemaps













Hreflang Tags 


	HREF	HREFLang	Correct?	Source
				


Show More







Hreflang Tags 

No Hreflang Tags were identified.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




Mobile

Mobile is a big part of SEO. Search engines like Google use mobile-friendliness as a ranking factor for search results, which is why businesses can't wait when it comes to building a mobile site. Learn where your site stands when it comes to mobile-friendliness by checking out your results now!





Mobile Friendliness 














Mobile Friendliness 

This web page is not optimized for Mobile Visitors.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s Mobile-Friendliness Tips:

- Have a responsive design versus a separate mobile site

- Limit the use of plugins like Flash, Java, and Silverlight

- Use AMP to improve the speed of pages on mobile devices




You might also like:

	Mobile SEO: 9 Ways to Optimize for Mobile-friendly SEO
	4 Tips for Creating Content for Mobile Users
	How to Use Google AMP for Your Site












Tap Targets 


	Tap Target	Size	Overlapping Target
			







Tap Targets 

Perfect, your page’s tap targets are big enough and have enough space between them.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s Tap Targets Tips:

- Increase your navigation menu’s padding by 5-10 pixels

- Make your company logo a link to your website’s homepage

- Try heatmaps to learn how users interact with your site and where they encounter issues




You might also like:

	8 Ways to Add a Responsive Navigation Menu on Your Site
	What Is a Heatmap? [+3 Best Times to Use a Heatmap]












Mobile Viewport 


	Great, a configured viewport is present.
	The content fits within the specified viewport size.







Mobile Viewport 

No viewport was detected





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s Mobile Viewport Tips:

- Use the meta viewport tag in the head tag

- Skip using fixed-width elements, like large images

- Use relative, versus absolute, width values in your CSS




You might also like:

	Everything You Need to Know About The Head Tag
	How to Redesign Your Website for Mobile












Mobile Rendering 





[image: phone device]
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Mobile Rendering 

The Mobile Rendering was not able to be generated.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




Structured Data

Structured data, also called schema markup, tells search engines about your content. Search engines use structured data to learn more about your content and get definitive answers about its purpose and focus. Is your site using structured data correctly, though? Our SEO checker has your answer!





Schema.org 

	








Schema.org 

We didn't detect any schema.org items on your webpage




Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s Schema.org Tips:

- Generate structured data for existing pages with Google’s Structured Data Markup Helper tool

- Format structured data as JSON-LD versus microdata

- Check structured data for errors with Google’s Structured Testing Tool




You might also like:

	Structured Data 101: What Is Structured Data & How Do I Use It?
	How to Improve SEO With Structured Data in 7 Steps
	What Is Schema Markup and How Do I Implement It for SEO?












Open Graph Protocol 
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	Tag	Value
		


Show More







Open Graph Protocol 

No Open Graph Tags were found.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 





Twitter Card 
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	Tag	Value
		


Show More







Twitter Card 

No Twitter Card was found.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 





Microformats 


	







Microformats 

No Microformats were found.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 





Security

A secure website is essential. You don't want to shop on or provide personal information to a site that isn't secure — and nobody else does either! It's essential to build a secure site because it'll help your business rank higher in search results and get more value from its traffic.





Email Privacy 

Warning!  email address has been found in plain text.




Email Privacy 

Good, no email address has been found in plain text.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s Email Privacy Tips:

- Avoid adding email addresses to your site, whether as links or plain text

- Replace email addresses on your website with contact forms

- Create a dedicated email address to receive contact form submissions




You might also like:

	9 Tips for Designing Contact Forms That Convert
	10 Helpful Examples of Contact Pages & Forms
	How to Create Effective Lead Generation Forms












SSL Secure 

Great, your website is SSL secured (HTTPS).


	Your website's URLs redirect to HTTPS pages.
	Your headers are properly set up to use HSTS.
	The SSL certificate 
	The certificate issuer is .







SSL Secure 

Warning! No SSL certificate was detected.





Impact: 








Solving Complexity: 








 




WebFX’s SSL Tips:

- Set a reminder to renew your SSL certificate each year

- Redirect your HTTP pages to HTTPS after purchasing your SSL certificate

- Update your XML sitemap and robots.txt file after installing your SSL certificate




You might also like:

	Does Your Site Need an SSL Certificate?
	Site Security Checklist: How to Secure Your Website
	Does Your Site Need HTTPS?












Mixed Content 



	Insecure URL
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Mixed Content 

No mixed content was found.
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Performance

People reward speed, and so do search engines. A site that loads in two seconds or less performs better when it comes to conversion rates, as well as search engine results. With our SEO checker, you can learn how to improve your website's speed and get all the benefits of a fast site.





Asset Minification 

You could reduce % ( KiB) by minifying the asset(s) listed below.



	URL	Resolved URL
		









Asset Minification 

Perfect, all your assets are minified.
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WebFX’s Asset Minification Tips:

- Minify your HTML, CSS, and JavaScript

- Compress HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and image files

- Use a content distribution network (CDN)




You might also like:

	What Is Page Speed & How to Improve Yours
	13-Point Site Speed Checklist
	Is Page Speed a Ranking Factor for SEO?











Technologies

The technologies powering your site and digital marketing strategy can help your business make the most of SEO. That's why our SEO checker looks at your server, plus your website's technologies. These pieces of tech can range from essentials, like Google Analytics, to optional tools, like Facebook Pixel.





Server IP 

Server location: 





A content delivery network (CDN) can help users access your website faster by delivering your content sooner via a network of geographically distributed servers.








Server IP 

Not identified.
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Technologies 


	










Technologies 

No technologies were detected.
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Analytics 


	







Analytics 

No Analytics Technologies were found.
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Branding

Your brand carries immense value. Following branding best practices, like featuring your brand name in your website URL, can help your business send positive signals to users and Google about "who" you are, like "Google" the search engine or "Google" the Internet provider. That's why our SEO checker looks at a few key areas of your branding.





URL 



Length:  character(s)




URL 

No URL was found.
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WebFX’s URL Tips:

- Include your core keyword in your URL

- Separate words with dashes

- Write URLs in lowercase, without apostrophes or other special characters




You might also like:

	How to Create SEO-Friendly URLs
	Long Domain Names vs Short URLs: Which is Better?












Custom 404 Page 

	Great, your website has a custom 404 error page.



Custom 404 error pages are an opportunity for you to reduce customer frustration and link to other pages on your site.






Custom 404 Page 

No Custom 404 Page was found.
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WebFX’s Custom 404 Page Tips:

- Include your sitemap on your 404 page

- Have your custom 404 page apologize for the error

- Find and fix as many 404 errors as possible




You might also like:

	How to Find and Remove Broken Website Links
	5 Reasons Your Site Says 404











Domain

Your domain is one of the most important parts of your website. It should be short, concise, and mention your brand name if possible. Try not to include numbers, underscores, or random letters as it can make your domain hard for Google (and users) to understand and remember.





Domain Registration 








Domain Registration 

The info related to the Domain Registration was not found.
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Domain Availability 



	Domains	Status
		









Domain Availability 

No domains were found.
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Typo Availability 



	Domains	Status
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Typo Availability 

No domains were found.
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Backlinks

Backlinks are one of the most influential SEO ranking factors. Your backlink score is an analysis of your link profile and looks at the quality and quantity of your backlinks. Earning more high-quality backlinks indicates to Google that your site is authoritative and trustworthy, and results in a higher backlink score.





Backlinks Score 





Very Good








Backlinks Score 

The backlinks score was not able to be calculated.
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WebFX’s Backlink Tips:

- Focus on quality versus quantity

- Create useful content, like tools and guides, related to your industry

- Avoid buying links and any unethical link building practices




You might also like:

	What Are Backlinks? (And How to Earn Backlinks in 2020)
	How Many Backlinks Should Your Website Have?
	What Is a Backlink Analysis and Why Does It Matter?











Traffic

It's good to keep tabs on where your site traffic is coming from. This can show you who your website is reaching, and where your audience resides. Your traffic rank shows your website's popularity in the world, and your visitor localization gives you information on the other countries where your website is popular.





Traffic Rank 


th most visited website in the World

th most visited website in 






Traffic Rank 

No Traffic Rank was not able to be generated.
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Visitors Localization 








	Popular Country	Domain	Status
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Visitors Localization 

No visitors localization were found.
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Social Profiles

Your social profiles are an important part of your online presence. They can help you build brand awareness and help drive traffic to your website.





Social Media Engagement 


	Facebook Shares: 
	Facebook Comments: 
	Facebook Likes: 
	Pinterest: 







Social Media Engagement 

No Social Media Engagement were found.
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Facebook Page 



		









Facebook Page 

No Facebook Page was found.
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Twitter Account 


[image: ]

		









Twitter Account 

No Twitter Account was found.
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Instagram Account 



		









Instagram Account 

No Instagram Account was found.
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LinkedIn Account 



		









LinkedIn Account 

No LinkedIn Account was found.
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WebFX's Social Profile Tips:

- Create an account on all major social networks (they're free!).

- Share multiple times per week on social platforms to get the best engagement.

- Don't ignore negative comments that you receive on social profiles.




You might also like:

	Does Social Media Marketing Work?
	Social Media Marketing Strategies
	How to Construct a Winning Social Media Strategy Plan in 8 Steps











Local

Your availability in local directories can make or break the attention you get from customers who are geographically close to your business. Be sure to create a free Google My Business page for your company so that you appear in searches for local keywords.





Local Directories 


	 - 
	Access to listing
	
	
	 Reviews







Local Directories 

No Local Directories were found.
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WebFX's Social Profile Tips:

- Sign up for Google My Business page.

- Make sure that your name, address, and phone number are accurate and the same across all local listing sites.

- Add as many images as possible to give users a view of your location, your products, and your services.




You might also like:

	SEO for Local Businesses Guide: 9 Tips You Need to Try
	Local SEO Checklist: How to Get Started with Local SEO
	4 Most Important Local SEO Ranking Factors
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